Kick your paper habit. Save money.
Get the power of ASC collaboration.

Make paper charting a thing of the past so your ASC can operate at peak performance. With HST eChart, you can:
•
•
•
•

Enhance clinical workflow and efficiencies, saving you time and frustration
Maximize collaboration, speed, and flexibility, improving efficiencies across the board
Share real-time knowledge and information amongst physicians and clinical staff
Optimize patient care and satisfaction

HST eChart is our electronic charting software inspired, designed, and built by clinicians like you. This highly mobilized
solution is designed for charting on tablets, laptops, and desktops. It’s highly configurable, provides you with easy, realtime access to data, and allows you to spend more time with patients and less time charting.

The Problem

The Solution

X

Inefficient, slow processes

Optimal efficiency across all departments

X

High, unpredictable costs

Proven ROI and increased speed to revenue

X

Static, inaccessible, outdated data

Highly dynamic, fast, and concurrent charting

X

Unsecure PHI records

100% HIPAA compliance

X

Incomplete paperwork

100% chart completion

X

Information silos and segmented data

Real-time communications
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Schedule a demo by scanning the QR code to the right to see
how HST eChart will help your practice grow.

www.hstpathways.com/hst-echart
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HST eChart Features

LIVEEDITTM TECHNOLOGY
Easy, concurrent charting allowing multiple users to
simultaneously make updates to the same patient chart in
real-time.

CHART STATUS ALERTS
Timely and accurate chart completion with automated
triggers for chart completions, lab reviews, and more.

E-SIGNATURE CAPABILITY
Allows for a quick an easy way to sign consents and
Operative Reports.
ENABLE EPRESCRIPTION FUNCTIONALITY
Easily and safely connects patient prescriptions
through our partnership with DoseSpot.
CLINICALLY-DESIGNED FEATURES
Uniquely tailored for the ASC setting and designed by clinical
professionals, physicians, and nurses.

HIPPA COMPLIANCE
CUSTOMIZABLE CONFIGURATION

Secure access for providers wherever they need it,

BLOCTM technology allows you to chart a case much more
quickly, meet the needs of your center’s evolving workflow, and
tailor charts to various procedure and physician requirements.

while streamlining peer reviews and accreditation.

HST Received the Highest Overall Performance Score of 91.2 in
the Latest KLAS Research Report which evaluated ASC EMRs.

www.hstpathways.com/hst-echart
info@hstpathways.com
1801 West End Ave, Suite 300, Nashville, TN 37203

